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Bulletin 
Coronavirus Special 11 

Mid October 2020 

Welcome to the eleventh edition of the CV Special Bulletins helping us 

to keep in touch during the lockdown.  The new branding was launched 

following the u3a AGM so the header for this Bulletin has been 

redesigned accordingly. See more about this on page 7. 

The latest lockdown rules have just been announced and the u3a will 

circulate new guidance by 19th October. We’ll keep you posted.  

Hopefully you will continue to find ways to keep in touch with family 

and friends, and avoid climbing the walls at home. 

Celia Billau—Communications Officer 

Open Meeting on Zoom Thursday November 5th at 10.30 

Fools Gold—Music and Stories on the theme of “Unsung Heroes” 

Calendar of Future Open Meetings 2020—2021: 

December 3rd Graham Keal Oprah Winfrey touched my elbow. Amusing anec-

dotes of celebrity encounters 

January 7th         Jim Turner Outline of what we owe to Einstein 

February 4th Vince Eager Follow up on his last talk—”What Happened After 

Eurovision” 

March 4th John Dornan A funny thing happened on the way to the Surgery 

April 1st Paul Stafford A Visit to North Korea 

May 6th AGM  

June 3rd John Hope Extra Time—Experiences during and following the 

Tsunami of 2004 

East Midlands u3as—Regional Conference online will be on Wednesday 28th October at 10.30 —all are 

welcome to attend. “Going Forward Together” will include updates on national developments to gain 

new ideas for our own u3a. There are only 100 places available. Book your place using the following link 

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/going-forward-together-registration-122864877155 
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Open Meeting Thursday October 1st 

We opened the meeting early to give everyone ample opportunity to get into 

the meeting and start to appreciate just how easy it is to join in on Zoom 

meetings.  Everyone’s name appears in the video box so it’s easy to identify 

friends and fellow members of Beeston u3a. Those who appear as “iPad2” or 

other anonymous names are encouraged to change their name so we can 

recognise you easily. This can be done by installing the App on your device 

or computer and signing in, or changing your name once you are in the 

meeting. Click on the 3 dots at the top right corner of your video box and 

select rename from the drop down menu. 

How to spot a serial killer – Bill Rayner 

What a good job we met on a Zoom meeting for this, otherwise we would 

have been studying all the features of the others in the audience, making 

judgements as to whether people had criminal tendencies or not. 

Bill Rayner is a retired Detective Superintendent and has clearly taken a special interest in what makes a criminal. 

He was doing his presentation on Zoom for the first time, and it all went very well. His talk was very interesting and 

he was able to take several questions at the end which promoted some discussion. It still feels strange not to have 

applause at the end though. 

Cesar Lombroso was an Italian criminologist who believed that criminals inherited their desire to commit crimes, 

and their physicality confirmed their savage tendencies. Criminals were identified as having sloping foreheads, 

unusual sized ears, long arms, asymmetry of the head, bushy eyebrows and excessive use of tattooing. This was in 

the late 1800s so things have moved on a bit since then. 

We were then treated to descriptions of famous mass murderers and their hideous crimes – not for the faint-

hearted. Many of them we already knew about but not some of the details of their killing sprees. Several of these 

murderers have featured in TV and film which has made us more aware, and frankly, Jack the Ripper and 

Whitechapel have done that story to death.  The performance of David Tennant as Dennis Nilsen in the recent TV 

drama “Des” was so realistic as to make one suspect the actor as a truly evil person. I must watch it!  Killers aren’t 

just men either, as there have been several female serial killers, including the notorious Rosemary West in 

Gloucester.  Harold Shipman was probably the most prolific serial killer in modern history, although he was only 

found guilty of murdering 15 people. The total number of victims was probably more like 250.  He was born in 

Nottingham as well!  All in all, a fascinating account of what makes a serial killer. 

Celia Billau 

Your u3a Needs You! 
To allow our u3a to run there are four essential roles which we must have on the 
committee: Chair, Vice Chair, Business Secretary and Treasurer.  Malcolm Brookbanks 
has been our treasurer for the past 5 years and has done an amazing job of moving us 
forward with the many initiatives which enable us to run efficiently whilst maintaining 
a healthy budget.  Malcolm is intending to stand down from his present role in May 
2021 and hence this message is going out to our whole membership to ask for 
someone who is willing to take over the role in May, but more importantly to 
volunteer now, so that the hand-over can be made during the months leading up to May.  Succession 
planning is a high priority, both with groups and the committee, and this has enabled the seamless hand-
over of roles throughout our u3a and we sincerely hope that this will be the case with the role of 
treasurer.  If you feel that you have the skills and interest to begin shadowing Malcolm through to May 
or would like to know more about the role please contact Margot at chair@beestonu3a.org.uk   

mailto:chair@beestonu3a.org.uk
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Group News 

Groups Update 

Changing government regulations have meant that our group facilitators have faced an especially 
challenging time recently. Groups who are continuing to organize activities deserve our thanks and 
respect for their ability to keep going in these strange times. 

Constant changes also mean that it very difficult to keep information in newsletters up to date.  

Please do contact us if you would like any further information about a particular interest group.  

 

Suggestions for New Groups 

We are living in uncertain times, and it is difficult to predict the future. 

If you have any suggestions for new groups that could possibly run in the current restricted 
circumstances, please do contact us. 

 

Anne and Kathy - Joint Groups Co-ordinators -  groups@beestonu3a.org.uk 

Look out for the rolling notices that is emailed out every month which includes notices about groups. 

Online Coffee Morning 

Thank you to everyone who managed to attend our second online Zoom coffee morning. It was lovely to 
see friendly faces, both new and familiar. 

The next one will be held on Thursday 12th November at 10.30am. 

The Zoom link will be sent out a few days beforehand. For a guide on how to access a Zoom meeting (on 
laptop, desktop, tablet or smartphone), please contact Anne Pinnock- groups@beestonu3a.org.uk  

Anne Pinnock 

Support our local shops 

We are being encouraged to spend as much time as possible out of doors, as well as to shop locally. Don’t 
forget that “Magic Mountain”, our local outdoor clothing shop on Vernon Ave, Beeston gives a 25%  
discount to U3A members, when spending over £10. You just need to show your U3A card at the till. 

Poetry appreciation group – new members welcome 

Most members are “meeting” by email, sharing and commenting on poems and 

poets (using Zoom would exclude some members). Although we’d much prefer 

to meet in person and hear poems read, email discussion does have its 

advantages: you don’t have to be present at a particular time, and discussion 

can continue over several days. It could be quite a while before we’re able to 

resume face-to-face meetings, so if you are interested – or potentially interested 

– in poetry (and willing to share your email address with 12 of us), why not try 

joining us by email over the winter months? Our next subjects are Wendy Cope 

(from November 17th) and “The Trials of Life” (from December 15th). If 

interested, please contact the leaders, Joan and John, through 

groups@beestonu3a.org.uk. 

John Temple 

mailto:groups@beestonu3a.org.uk
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American History 

Richard gave us a talk called: “Is it Democracy? Controversial US Presidential Elections” which looked at the 
circumstances and results of various US Presidential elections, and the impact of them on the future and how they 
may be a forerunner of what could happen in November.  We are watching the US election news with interest, and 
we’ll be discussing the outcome and implications during our next meeting, which takes place on 10th November.  
We will also have a quiz about previous administrations.  Please email me on 
communications@beestonu3a.org.uk if you would like to join in. 

Celia Billau 

Desert Island Discs—takes place on the 1st Wednesday each month at 6pm by Zoom 

Firstly – a huge Thank You to Celia for putting the work in to filter down her chosen music to the required eight 
disks.  Celia reassures me that going through memories and memorabilia was a wonderful opportunity to bring 
back some of the unforgettable experiences in her life.  Who would have thought these included singing in a girl 
band while traveling around Italy during her early 20’s…….(See page 9 for a review). 

Please – all our members have grown up in the most amazing times, the 60’s and 70’s gave us so many 
opportunities and experiences that no other generation will ever know, do take this chance look at your memories 
and share them. 

Our U3As would much rather we use our own internal talents rather than looking further afield.  However, I am 
looking outside our groups to find interesting and entertaining local celebrities, if you know of any please let me 
know.  Do get in touch if you need any help with anything. 

Mo Moffatt Email mo.moffatt@gmail.com 

Family history 

Our September Zoom meeting was led by Ron, who presented on trade directories. These provide a valuable 
source of information on people and businesses from the late 18th century onwards, and expanded over the years 
to list, at least in towns, householders and their occupations.  

Some are available free online. Several Nottingham directories are available at Beeston and other libraries and at 
Nottinghamshire Archives.  

Ron’s talk stimulated a good discussion between members. 

Chris O’Brien 

History Group 

Like many groups it’s been difficult to stay in touch during Lock-down, particularly for those members who aren’t 
on-line, but Ron sent out two fun quizzes, which kept the grey cells working. As months have passed we decided to 
set sail in un-charted waters and try meeting on Zoom. 

Our first meeting was in September when 30 members joined us for Ron’s talk “They Moved the Earth”, which was 
a fascinating insight into the working lives and great building feats of those unsung heroes the “Navvies”. Peter Lee 
manfully set up the meeting and guided Ron through it ably assisted by computer savvy members! 

Last week we had some technical problems, which prevented members from logging in but eventually after a new 
email from Peter, those who patiently waited were able to listen to John Dornon’s talk “The Doctor and the 
Sword”, which led us on a voyage of discovery into the life of an RAF doctor who became a prisoner of the 
Japanese during WWII. His heart rending adventures culminated in Nagasaki, when after the atom bomb he and his 
fellow prisoners escaped into the hills with the Japanese citizens who has survived. After the brutality of life in the 
camps the kindness of the Japanese civilians was like balm to their souls. The doctor repaid them by caring for the 
sick and when he saved one little girl, who had pneumonia, her father presented him with his own samuri sword. It 
was a moving story and enabled some members of the group to share memories of their own relatives who had 
undergone similar traumas. 

In November, with Peter’s help, I shall attempt my first Zoom presentation on Victorian Philanthropists! 

In other good news we have two new committee members, sharing the role of Communications Officer to ease 
Ron’s burden, Chris Chater and Marina Turner. This means that Ron will remain at the helm to (hopefully) steer us 
into Covid free waters! 

Judith Foxon 
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Long walks 

In July we restarted our U3A Long Walks with 5 people as the maximum allowed under the rules at that time was 6. 

From the Spring Wood car park near the south east corner of Staunton Harold reservoir we climbed up and along 

the ridge with views over Staunton Hall. A pleasant descent through the wood, took us to the grounds of the Hall 

and across the lake. After following a short section of track we branched off into Lount Wood, part of the National 

Forest. Although we had pre-walked the route, I still managed to take the wrong path. I like to think it was the 

maze of paths in the National Forest rather than my poor navigation. It was easier when we eventually reached the 

Ivanhoe Way to travel north back to the Hall and through the woods around Dimminsdale to the car park. 

In August 12 of us had our first long walk under the newly relaxed rule allowing up to 30 suitably distanced 

members in a group. The Wetton Hills, although walked in 2018, were chosen due to the route being mainly in 

wide open spaces. In spite of being only 7.5 miles in length, the four hills, Wetton, one unnamed, Narrowdale and 

Gratton, make for a strenuous walk. They also provided wonderful views through almost 360 degrees, enhanced by 

very good clear weather with lots of sunshine. 

In October, 14 of us started from the Stanhope Arms car park in Stanton-by-Dale to follow a route, some of which 

we had walked several times before but also some new sections. Walking south west from Stanton we crossed 

several fields up onto the ridge to reach No Man’s Lane. After a short section 

towards Sandiacre we branched off due south across Maywood Golf course. 

Unfortunately, all the wild flowers, which had been so lovely during the pre-

walk, had disappeared. Just before we reached the outskirts of Risley we 

turned north west to join the Midshires Way to reach Constitution Hill. Here 

we lingered to admire 6 alpacas with their enigmatic faces. A well surfaced 

track took us due north down through a valley then up to the oddly named 

Potato Pit Lane and across several fields to enter Hermit’s Wood. Our lunch 

stop was around the green in Dale Abbey where we were able to wash the 

food down with drinks from the Carpenter’s Arms. Even though we were 

allowed to walk in a group of up to 30 we still had to sign in at the pub in 

groups of 6. After a short length of road we were back onto fields passing Furnace Pond to return to Stanton. 

Mike Allery 

Understanding the Landscape 

The group has been meeting with a scope that has featured the geology and 

physical geography of the landscape over the various areas of the world. 

We recently held a meeting on Zoom during which Celia did a presentation 

on Costa Rica and the value of eco-tourism. This small central American 

country is a leading light in conservation and bio-diversity, which makes it an 

attractive prospect for tourists, providing a valuable source of income. 

After some consideration, the scope of the group will now be extended to include the wider environment. This will 

include not only the natural landscape, but also the effect of human interaction on the landscape, climate change, 

the use of available natural resources, and the effect of these on the environment.  

The group will be renamed Landscape and Environment.  New members of the group will be warmly welcomed.  

Until the lockdown, we have been meeting on the 4th Tuesday in the month in Beeston Library. Since then, we have 

had the occasional meeting on Zoom. I hope this will continue if speakers are willing to contribute their ideas to 

the meeting. 

I will offer to continue to lead the group, but I would very much hope that one or more additional members will 

assist me. 

Richard Dinsdale (rgd.u3a@gmail.com) 

mailto:rgd.u3a@gmail.com
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ACTIVE GROUPS LIST (October 2020)  

American History Crosswords Poetry Appreciation 

Art History and Appreciation (2 
groups) 

Desert Island Discs Quiz 

Badminton Family History/Genealogy Scrabble 

Beeston Real Ale Group BRAG 
French Conversation 
(not for beginners) 

Scribblers 

Birdwatching Fresh Flowers Spanish Conversation 

Book Group 1 German Conversation Table Tennis (1-5) 

Book Group 2 
Between the Covers 

German for Beginners Theatre Outings 

Book Group 3 (Murder) History 
Ukulele Group 2 
Intermediate 

Book group 4 Readers Rendezvous Jazz Appreciation Understanding the Landscape 

Book Group 5 The Fifth Chapter Knitting And Crochet Group Walks (Long) 

Bowls Latin 2 Walks (Medium)  

Bridge Music Appreciation What the Papers Say 

Buddies Patchwork & Quilting Wine Appreciation (1-4) 

Calligraphy Philosophy and Religion Writing For Pleasure 

Chess Photography Yoga 

Cinema and Film Play Reading Yoga - self help 

Beeston u3a can pride itself on being able to claim that the majority of our interest groups are still running  in 

some form. We are still having a monthly open meeting and a coffee morning, albeit on Zoom online  Group 

Leaders are working very hard to keep the activities going and they deserve all your support. Well done us! 

I got Covid Blues 
Furtive, masked; shops are hostile  
Go back home, alone 
 
I’m waiting for news 
Will we be back in Lockdown? 
Will houses sparkle? 
 
The strangest of years 
And an uncertain future 
We must fight Covid!, 
 
Jenny Seth 
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Review of the u3a AGM held on 29th September 

The AGM is usually held at Nottingham University as part of 

the annual national conference in August each year. This 

year it took the form of a live broadcast, where photos of 

the speakers were displayed instead of viewing them, along 

with their presentation slides. Voting was carried out by 

those who had been allocated votes, with a click on yes, no 

or abstain available. Margot, Sue and Celia attended. 

U3a has been offering a greater selection of online services 

for members which has involved investment in technology. 

The response to Covid has involved more work for u3a staff 

to help local u3as find a path through the restrictions. A trading company has been set up to create an income 

stream. Our u3a pays for each member to receive the magazine Third Age Matters, and we also pay a fee to be able 

to use Beacon to manage our database of members. In the coming months,  there will  be a promotional drive to 

recruit new members nationally, to make sure our numbers hold up.  There has been a new look web site 

developed with a new brand image, and a series of new publicity materials which will shortly be made available to 

help us with our publicity. 

We had to have a lot of patience to sit through the whole 3 hours of this meeting. Every vote, every argument 

put forward, every different speaker involved minutes of delay. The upshot is that the fee of £3.50 which is 

charged per member each year will need to increase to £4 but this will only apply from April 1st 2022. It took an 

hour to discuss 50p! 

Following the AGM we were introduced to the new branding 

which will bring us up to date. No more mention of universities, 

and even the notion of a “third age” will be skirted around to 

promote an image of positive ageing. Gone are the capital letters 

and boxes, and now a new modern font but built around the 

familiar blue and yellow colours. Let’s hope it brings in lots more 

members who are all interested in becoming volunteers for us! 

Celia Billau 
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News from National u3a — Website www.u3a.org.uk 

Have you ever felt patronised when someone refers to you as “old dear” or, when anyone other than your grand-

children refer to you as “grandad”? U3a will be launching a media campaign to tackle some of these negative per-

ceptions. For more information go to https://www.u3a.org.uk/about/news-archive/212-latest-news/915-u3a-chief

-exec-sam-mauger-in-media-discussing-ageist-language 

A recruitment campaign will be starting soon, making use of a toolkit provided by u3a. This is being tested in the 

next few months, and then a new phase for trailblazing u3as early in the new year, building on the lessons learned. 

Did you know that u3a have created a radio podcast? It was broadcast via the u3a YouTube channel straight after 

the AGM on 29th September.  This is the first in a series of broadcasts exploring the theme of Looking Forward. You 

can subscribe to it on YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrqc8qYDZ4U24lq0J4qx0fQ 

Maths Week Online Events 

Monday 9 November 2020, 2pm to 3.30pm 

An online talk by Rob Eastaway, author of Maths on the Back of an Envelope followed by an interactive question 

and answer session.  

Wednesday 11 November 2020, 2pm to 3pm 

An interactive event solving maths puzzles for a range of abilities.  

Friday 13 November 2020, 2pm to 3pm 

A fun session of maths games including numerical quizzes and tasks.  

These events will be held on Zoom. Further details about Maths Week 

and how to book will follow. In the meantime try out some of 

our maths challenge puzzles. Go to https://www.u3a.org.uk/learning/

national-programmes/maths-challenge 

Zoom Tutorials 

Tutorials are run every week to help Group Leaders and participants to become confident with using Zoom.  Go to 

the following link to register: https://www.u3a.org.uk/events/online-events 

Scams and phishing continue to be a regular nuisance in our personal and business lives. If you ever need advice 

urgently then speak to your bank. They are there to help and will never ask you to reveal your passwords or the 

like.  See the following link to stay aware of the latest scams and fraud attempts:  https://takefive-

stopfraud.org.uk/ 

Social Media 

The Keeping in Touch Facebook community is continuing to be a place where members can share positive things 

going on in their lives as well as situations in their own u3a, learning from each others’ expertise. Go to the group 

via this link: https://www.facebook.com/groups/U3AKeepingInTouch 

Learn 

Go to the national website and select the Learn tab. From there you can select from a number of options, including 

national programmes such as u3a Eye for photographers, a weekly quiz, birdwatch, diary project etc. 

Sign up for the National Newsletter here: https://www.u3a.org.uk/newsletter  

https://robeastaway.com/
https://robeastaway.com/books/envelope
http://www.u3a.org.uk/learning/maths-challenge
https://www.u3a.org.uk/newsletter
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Desert Island Discs – I did it, and so could you! 

I enjoyed my experience of being the subject of Desert Island Discs, although it was difficult to select just 8 songs 
that would accompany me on the desert island. Mo Moffatt has introduced this idea as a new interest group, which 
is shared with The Park u3a too, and she has been interviewing the subject during the “live” show. We’ve never 
met in person but we had a couple of Zoom meetings so that Mo could get a rough idea of what sort of person I 
am. It takes some skill to be the interviewer. Meanwhile, Derek Constable researched a source for the songs and 
compiled them into videos so that photos came up during the song, and sometimes even the lyrics. They all came 
across beautifully, sharing his screen with all the participants. 

Here is my selection and a short explanation as to why I chose a particular song. 

Celia Billau 

Summer Holiday – Cliff Richard (1963) 

I was so moved by the idea of converting a double decker bus and going on holiday with all my mates, travelling 
across Europe meeting people along the way, so this had to be my first choice. I’ve had the travel urge ever since 
and I’m still hell-bent on seeing all the places remaining on my bucket list. We’ve recently bought a camper van 
with the idea of going exploring whenever the mood takes us. 

Light Flight – Pentangle (1969) – Theme music for Take Three Girls 

Watching Take Three Girls on TV made me wish for a time when I could leave home and live with my friends. I had 
a great group of friends at school, and we enjoyed learning to play the folk songs and harmonising our voices. We 
even got to play in a few pubs until we all went our separate ways after the sixth form. 

Here Comes the Sun – The Beatles (1969) – From Abbey Road album 

From Love Me Do in 1962, I loved all Beatles songs throughout the 60s. I bought all their records and albums and 
played them over and over. It was hard to select just one Beatles song out of all of them, but Here Comes the Sun is 
one of my all-time favourites. Written by George Harrison, my favourite Beatle, and gives such a positive vibe. 

Bright Side of the Road – Van Morrison (1979) 

“Let’s enjoy it while we can” – a very poignant lyric.  When Lynne, my good friend from school, developed terminal 
cancer, we chatted about what songs we would choose for our funerals.  She lived life to the full but her life was 
cut short at 52. We need to recognise all the things that make us happy and just get on and do them. Live in the 
moment and stay positive, because we don’t know what the future holds.  

Carey – Joni Mitchell (1971) – from the Blue album 

I loved Joni Mitchell songs, firstly hearing Big Yellow Taxi which included the lyric “They took all the trees and put 
them in a tree museum”. This suited my “hippy” years, when I left school to study Cartography at Oxford Poly. I 
hitch-hiked everywhere and lived the life of a student in Oxford. I loved to sing Joni Mitchell songs in the shower. 
They all had such beautiful poetry about them, and what an incredible voice! (Hers not mine!) 

American Idiot – Greenday (2004) 

I had the opportunity to perform with a group of amazingly talented people, aged mostly from 16 to 25, but with a 
few older ones sprinkled in, in July 2019 in Derby Theatre. All very exhilarating, singing (and even dancing) with the 
ensemble. It was loud rock music played by the band on a stage above us. Much of the theme was protest, and you 
realise, if you believe in something, age doesn’t diminish the passion. 

Summer of 69 – Bryan Adams (1984) 

This is a great dance floor filler, and I’ve always loved to have a good bop around at parties. It’s also a song about 
reminiscing: “The best days of my life”.  Summers did seem to last forever. All those long hot summers when you’re 
at school or a student. It makes me think of staying out late, going to discos and letting my hair down. 

Thinking Out Loud – Ed Sheeran (2014) 

We might be growing older but we can still be in love. Maybe not the same as being 17. I met Keith in Dec 2003 
when I was separated from my first husband. We’ve been all over on a motorbike, and travelled abroad to see the 
many places I’ve always wanted to see. For my 60th birthday I organised a party and invited all our family and 
friends. We got married secretly during the day, had a meal with close family, and then surprised everyone at the 
party by announcing we were married. We went to Thailand February 2015 for our “honeymoon” and I remember 
this playing as we sat having a beer on the beach. 

Book: Bill Bryson: A Short History of Almost Everything 

Luxury: Samsung Tablet 

Favourite song: Beatles 
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Animal Group Phraseology from 

CV10—answers 

Example: Lions Pride 

Alligators congregation 

Apes shrewdness 

Bats 
cauldron, colony, 
cloud or camp 

Bears sleuth or sloth 

Buffaloes gang or obstinacy 

Camels caravan 

Capercaillie tok 

Cheetahs coalition 

Cobras quiver 

Crocodiles bask 

Crows murder 

Dolphins pod or school 

Eagles convocation 

Ferrets business 

Flamingos flamboyance 

Frogs army 

Geese in flight skein 

Geese on the 
ground 

gaggle 

Giraffes tower 

Gorillas band 

Herons sedge or siege 

Hyenas cackle 

Lemurs conspiracy 

Owls parliament 

Pheasants nye 

Porcupines prickle 

Ravens unkindness 

Rhinoceroses crash 

Seals bunch or knob 

Starlings murmuration 

Toads knott 

Zebras zeal 

Thanks to Gary Stephenson for the quiz. Answers in the next edition. 
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Capitals and Countries 

A quiz from Madeley and District U3A 

Listed are either countries or capital cities. Put in 

their capital city or their country. The initial letters 

of your answers make up my answer! 

Jakarta   

   

Copenhagen   

Muscat   

Katmandu   

Taipei   

   

Nairobi   

Abuja   

Norway   

New Zealand   

   

Namibia   

Cuba   

Greece   

Ankara   

   

Bangkok   

Finland   

Quito   

   

Doha   

Montevideo   

Cairo   

Riyadh   

Albania   

   

Rome   

Canada   

Pyongyang   

   

Reykjavik   

Belgrade   

Brussels   

Kampala   

Libya   

   

Kuala Lumpur   

Sana’s   

   

Vienna   

Managua   

Bratislava   

Poland   

San Salvador   

Moscow   

   

Tehran   

South Korea   

   

Baku   

   

Asuncion   

Baghdad   

Cyprus   

Estonia   

   

Burkina Faso   

Sierra Leone   

   

Sofia   

Addis Ababa   

Scotland   

Bucharest   
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Hopping mad 

Last night as I was in my lounge watching nothing much on tv, I 

was suddenly aware of movement on my carpet. Of course, I 

expected it to be a huge spider, but I received the shock of my 

life to see a frog hopping along. I am totally freaked out by the 

sight of a frog, so I was literally frozen in my chair for a few 

seconds, by which time it had taken a few large leaps to my 

settee and disappeared. After a few moments of hysteria, I 

decided that I must take control. 

After what seemed like forever, chasing the leaping creature all 

over the room, behind the fireplace, on top of the tv, I managed 

to throw a plastic basin over it, transfer it to a box and place it 

outside, until my neighbour could come to my rescue. As I 

opened to door to put the box outside, there was another one 

on the threshold, ready to leap inside. I'm afraid that one was 

dealt with by quickly shooing it away. How dare they come into 

my house without being invited? They are not part of my 

household and they weren’t even wearing face coverings! I may 

have to report them for not obeying lockdown rules. 

Sheila Rees 

THE SEA OF LIFE 

Pull strongly on the oars of life, 

Plough through the testing waves,  

Keep rowing, using all your might,  

Be strong all of your days. 

 

Fight ocean swells, fight stormy seas, 

Ride ebb and flow of mortal tides, 

Cross seas of vast infinity, 

Which test the dull and wise. 

 

Isles of joy await us all, 

But we can never linger there, 

For life obliges us to call, 

At ports of dark despair. 

 

Sometimes we'll have to row alone, 

Sometimes there's company, 

Sometimes we drift into a zone, 

Of great uncertainty. 

 

Yet on and on, and on we row, 

Amid life's awesome waves, 

Oft rowing hard against the flow, 

With hands that harden, every day. 

 

Time passes, and our strokes grow weak, 

Our dimming sight then sees a shore, 

This destination all will reach, 

And then we'll row no more. 

 

Our final stop, the journey's end, 

This haven where we find new strength, 

For tired limbs and backs that bend, 

And lives, which now, have run their length. 

 

It's now we visit Purgatory, 

Where judge and jury tell, 

Each one of us our history, 

And how we rode the swell. 

 

And then we board one of two ships, 

And hear a different captain's bell, 

Another voyage starts; our trip, 

To Heaven - or to Hell. 
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